PZ UMx T-28 Installation Instructions
Required Items:
1. PZ UMx T-28, 1S LiPo battery, light kit
2. Razor knife with new blade
3. Clear Cellophane tape
Steps:
1. Review the P-51 installation video at: www.sf-design-solutions.com/installation.htm, the steps are very similar.
2. Locate the seams along the fuselage between the upper and lower halves and determine where to cut the decals
and cellophane tape. Using razor knife, slide the blade about 1mm between the fuselage halves and carefully cut
the cellophane tape and decals, and separate top and bottom fuselage halves. Do not to slide the knife too deep
into the fuselage and avoid cutting the foam.
3. Locate the open JST X-port on the AR6400. Plug the light kit into the empty 4 pin JST X-port and ensure
connector is plugged into the front portion of the plug. Plug the 1S LiPo to the aircraft and verify the lights are all
functioning. Lay out the red and green wing tips lights and the blue tail light. Once the lights have been identified
and tested, unplug the battery. WHEN REMOVING the WIRING HARNESS JST from the AR6400, PULL UP
GENTLY ON THE CONNECTOR HOUSING; DO NOT pull the connector by the wires. The 30 AWG wires
will break!
4. Begin installation of the wiring harness by routing the blue tail light to the rear of the fuselage and out the lower aft
cooling hole, to the bottom tip of the tail. Be sure to route the tail light wires on the opposite (left) side of the
AR6400 antenna. Cut a small portion of foam on the lower the tip of the tail to make a flat surface for mounting
the tail light. Cut a small slit in the aft portion of bottom air flow exit and push the wires into the slit. Using
cellophane tape, secure the wires to the bottom of the fuselage. DO NOT TAPE THE LED, only the wires.

5. Route the red LED and wires to the LEFT wing tip and once in place, use cellophane tape to secure the wires in
place. Be careful not to bow or warp the wings while securing the wires in-place as this could affect the flight
characteristics. DO NOT TAPE THE LED, only the wires. Using tweezers or similar tool, gently bend the LED so
it is canted slightly a few degrees down.

Route the green LED and wires to the RIGHT wing tip and once in place, use cellophane tape to secure the wires
in place. DO NOT TAPE THE LED, only the wires. Using tweezers or similar tool, gently bend the LED so it is
canted slightly a few degrees down.

6. Place the landing light wires on the front of the cowl between the upper and lower halves and place the landing
light on outer rim of the cowl. Once in place, use a small piece of cellophane tape on the inside of the cowl to
secure the wires in place. When properly installed the wires will be sandwiched between the upper and lower
fuselage halves. Alternatively, you can cut a small recess for the LED so it lies flush with the outer rim of the
cowl, vice placing the LED on the outer lip of the cowl to prevent it from being damaged from a hard landing or
crash. If you chose this method, be careful not to cut the recess too deep as the cowl can blank-out the LED at
certain viewing angles in flight. This method is recommended if the T-28 will be flown with the landing gear off.
DO NOT TAPE THE LED, only the wires.

7. Verify the light kit wiring harness is not routed alongside the AR6400 antenna, and verify that no wires are
interfering with the AR6400 integrated servos. Re-route any wires and use cellophane to keep the light kit wiring
harness separated from the antenna and servos.
8. Once all the wires and LED's are installed plug the battery into the AR6400 connector and re-verify the LED's are
working; unplug the battery from the aircraft.
9. Place the fuselage upper and lower halves together and using small pieces of cellophane tape, secure the
fuselage halves together.
10. Turn on your transmitter, plug a battery into the aircraft, and verify the bind, control surfaces are free and correct,
and all LED's are working. Range check your aircraft before flying.
11. Test fly the aircraft and become comfortable with its flying qualities in the daytime before flying at night. If not
accustomed to flying at night, start at dusk in pinky conditions, and work your way to darker conditions.
12. Enjoy your new SF Solutions light kit! For questions about the installation, or to provide feedback, please send an
e-mail to: sfdesignsolutions@embarqmaill.com.

